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hand to different keys. In each key there is a certain
selection of white and black digitals following each other
- in definite order. The hand once formed to these adapts
itself to them without difficulty. Not so trained, the
hand runs out of the key, mistaking one digital for
another, playing one octave in one key and the next in
another. I do not say that this is a normal trait of a
well-taught pupil; but all will show it unless the con¬
tents of the keys have become familiar to the hand,
either through playing much in them, or by practice in
the scale expressly. Another use of the scale is that of
a sort of magazine of passage work. All the brilliant
passages of pieces are either scales or arpeggios. When"
the pupil has practiced the foil list of these forms the
hand has them in stock, and is ready with this part of
playing a piece without distracting attention from the
= melodic idea, which ought to occupy the foreground in
the attention when playing music possessing an artistic
purpose. Third, scales are used by many for imparting
ich qualities.
In my judgment, the first two uses specified are the
most important ones incidpn^fo. scale practice; but opin¬
ions differ.
" •
Again, it is by no means easy to say when the scales
would best be introduced. The editor of The Etude
has sent me the.'following, in which he has expressed
his doctrine in a nutshell
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struction of the piece was e
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piece explained, and this sam
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send a Maelzel Metronome for six subscriptions at full instrument.” Teachers who
rates, read expires “February 1st.” It should have given the subject attention, wi
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been March 1st. Many have written to us regarding it,
and no doubt others would avail themselves of the oppor¬
tunity bad the time read March 1st, as we intended it
should. In order to set matters right, we now renew the
special premium, and will send during the month of
March the Metronome as a. premium for six subscribers
at lull rates. The expressage is borne by the party to
whom it is sent. The teacher has the satisfaction of
placing a good musical food in the hands of pupils, and,
at the same time, can.procure one of these valuable instruments free of cost. .
•
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natural position. The shorter thumb takes position
below the longer fingers.
The passing under of the thumb in scales and "arpeggios
is so natural that such passages are executed with great¬
est ease and strictly legato.
All scales, arpeggios and chords have uniform finger¬
ing. The relative position of all technical figures and
chords on the new key-board remain the same in all
keys; therefore one can transpose without difficulty.
One can play half tones strictly legato with one finger.
This is an advantage in legato playing of octaves and
chords. Small hands can now strike with ease tenths
and twelfths. The octave on the new key-board corre¬
sponds in extent with the sixth on the ordinary.
Since the relative position of the fingers in all keys
remains the same, it is merely necessary to learn but one
scale, or other technical figures, and .one has at the same
time acquired the remaining.
. A vast number of new effects of artistic value here¬
tofore impossible can now be introduced into musical
compositions. Many works originally written for four
hands can be played with two. The new key-board
. does not necessitate the purchasing of a new instrument.
It- can be adapted to any piano, whether of grand,
square or.upright form. All technical difficulties on the
ordinary key-board are reduced to at least one-half on
the new.
Furthermore, the new key-board presents no new
difficulties—that is, in having the many advantages over
the old key-board there is nothing to counterbalance the
above excellences; or, it presents no difficulties ofjts
own. Everything that can be done on the old key-boand
is much easier done and quicker learned on the new.
There is but one exception, if exception it may be called.
The C-scale glissando is not as easy on the Janko as on
the old, but the chromatic is easier on the new than is
the C-scale glissando on the old, and it is far more
effective, and as a legitimate effect it is more artistic,
for the glissando is an imitation of the portamento as
executed on the violin or by the voice, and all musicians
can see ajb once that the chromatic glissando is nearer a
true portamento than the C-scale glissando. y
,
Paul I. Janko.
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tinct and intelligible d
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js worth while for it in its stage of musical intelligence ;
and it should be kept, and finally will keep itself, only
to that all the way forward.
In a worcl, the process of developing a general and
sound taste is, after all is said and done, too much a
secondary and taken-for granted’process on the teacher's
part. It is true that the lesson time i3 generally, shortand has to be devoted to the practical matter in hand;
but a large proportion of instructors are not so hurried
or limited. And if the teacher be so circumstanced, it
must then be the care of those who have set the teacher
to work to develop the child’s fingers. It is safe to say
that two-thirds of the elementary music scholars—and it
is their case and their instructor’s case that this paper
particularly speaks of, as has been, stated-—are not re¬
ceiving the elementary musical education that’ought to
be their fortune, though they are undoubtedly enjoying
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A USEFUL NOVELTY IN MUSICAL TYPOGRAPHY.
denfc h:;3 learned to 8wim.

We are pleased to inform the musical profession, as according to how you take
well as the public generally, that at the beginning of the culties of great pieces for
year 1891 an instructive edition of some of Bach’s' is still immature and unfo
Fugues from the ^ell-tempered Clavier will be pub¬ thinking only half forme
lished. We had the pleasure, in Paris, to exateipe some 'work of the master. And
of the advance sheets, and must pronounce them as both ters whose pupils only c
novel and original, for general .use, as well as itr
with Beethoven or Schum
instruction.
1 preparatory time being ta
The
editor,
Mr.
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masters. ' Against
pianist, teacher and composer, has had the happy idea guard. While it is quit
to give the fugal form by means of different colors and will there lie a pupil who
different-shaped notes.
The edition appears simulta- performance of really gr
neously at Leipzig, Petersburg, Vienna, London, Milan, certain that none of the
Pans, Amsterdam, Copenhagen and the United States, preparation therefor. An
The work^has been endorsed by eminent musicians in in the study, the apprecia
Europe as well as here._
soul in it.

nical feats now utterly impossible will become common.
It is difficult to speak intelligently of an invention that
one has not had the opportunity of inspecting, but in
this case we are obliged to rely on the verdict of those
who ,have carefully investigated and are competent to
judge. That it is destined to create a sensation in the
musical world seems certain. The chief merit thus far
developed lies apparently in the fact that the player is
enabled to execute passages that would prove a physical
impossibility on the ordinary keyboard. This being so,
it is easy to understand that a new school of composition
will arise—or rather, the old school will be amplified
until it virtually becomes new.
It is a question as to how great pianists will look upon
the innovation, because their supremacy may be done
away with, in point of mere technical facility—for it
does not follow that because one excels'in technique on
the ordinary keyboard he wilLcontinue his superiority
under the regime of the new invention. There is this
about it: If the new keyboard shall make technical
facility so common that it no longer meets with applause,
artists will devote more tipje to interpretation, to ex¬
pression, to the soul of music, and the listeners will, be
the gainers.-—The Indicator.
^
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When receiving pupils from some other teacher, who
have been playing music too difficult, and consequently
play faulty, we should consider that it is generally not
their fault; that they are mostly unconscious of their mis¬
take, and think they are playing correctly. Therefore
they should be caretully handled and only gradually cor;
rected. They need a bet of daily exercises to remove
mechanical inabilities, but their interest must be kept
alive by something new and especially pleasing to play.
To correct pieces learned before is bad policy, as it will
at once reveal all their shortcomings. Give them some¬
thing new, easier, of course, bpt not so much so that they
will notice it. In the first piece correct only the worst
mistakes and let the rest go. Every subsequent piece
should be only a little easier, and the bad habits corrected
gradually one by one in different pieces, until the pupil
is brought to a normal condition. This course will ac¬
complish the end in a far more satisfactory way than
telling them bluntly their real condition, and trying to
correct everything at once; or taking all music from
them and using exercises only, even if it takes longer.
Generally it takes not so long, however, as most pupils
treated to exercises only, give up in despair a long time
before arriving to correct playing.—CarZ E. Cramer. .

AMATEU

What a man do
him, gives him imm

Harmonic unity must be clearly realized in idea as it
as well as most of the phrases, must be made apparent
dynamic forms of shading. The former is indic4tad-b^t
pansion. The dynamic shading explains itself.
r
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a/ Here and in the succeeding passage be careful to un
because of the silence.

e) The fingering here is adopted on account of the phr

of his pupil.
Another student who needs private lessons is the one
who from the start shows himself to he destined by
nature to a public or professional life, by dint of a strong
and original talent, the particular line of which must be
Btudied by the teacher; such a study on the part of the
teacher—need I say it?—is a labor of love, and requires
frequent and undisturbed meetings. The pupil must
learn to know his teacher, must gain a conviction of his
teacher’s capacity, in order to form that implicit faith in
his teachings which alone can make his studies success¬
ful ; and the teachermust sound the depths of his pqpil’s
character, discover the deficiencies in his musical make¬
up, and "endeavor to counterbalance them. In such
cases—by the way—pupil and teacher must not count
their lessons by the minute, nor too closely by their
number, but allow each other a fair amount of discretion
and freedom. (I well remember that my own teachers,
Mo.-cheles, Kullak and Liszt, never taught me as much
in the lessons as in our informal meetings, when—feeling
free from the fetters of strict duty—they gave vent to
their artistic impulses, unhampered by ‘ ‘ didactical ’ ’
considerations).
Lastly, all those young ladies heed private lessons
whose parents are either too rich, or too narrow (or
both) to allow them to mingle with “ the common herd”
—in these Horrid “classes;” they must take their les¬
sons “at home,” and, if possible, in the same parlor in
which, on the same evening, they will sit from 9 p.m.
until 14 o’clock, with nothing but one poor young man
for entertainment.
Furthermore, invalids, and also those unfortunate
“advanced” pupils who have to be “ done all over
again,” need private lessons; but they are, after all,
exceptions..
I am through, ladies and gentlemen, and I feel keenly
that I am open to the special criticism, among a great
many others, that I have not established any dogmatic
doctrine about class tuition; that I have not said whether
it is good or not, without some conditions and “ifs; ” but
such was my purpose. I merely wanted to offer you the
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1001. 15. Enke, H. Op. 0. N
groise

In A minor. Allegro, Vivace. F
Wild and weird, but decidedly ple
study. Good exhibition piece for yo
grade 2. A good study in time.

1002. 16. Grenzebach, A. E.

This piece Is in F minor and A f
Vivace. Grade 1. No special diffic
Btudy in phrasing. Expressives wel

1003. 17. Kullak, Theo. Gyps
11..^..

In A minor, Allegro scherzando.
dent. Well written. Good study i
touch. Expressive and pleasing.

1004. Otto, J. Evening on
Grade IV

A decidedly taking and taste-d
good study in slurs, their use being u
their effect easy to appreciate. On
in syncopation, on a melody in the
wrist and hand touch practice on tw

1006. Smith, Wilson G.
besque. Op. 44. Gr

-

An excellent study for separating
Accompaniment, which lies both abo
The left-hand accompaniment is
from the common chord form, being
and Figures.

1006. Maxson, P. At Twiligh
Op. 0. Grade V

A Melody that is especially intere
that is out of the hackneyed style.
ble piece.

1007. Strelezki, A. Third Va
Grade VH ..... . ..

This Valse abounds in brilliant c
pected effects.
...

from C (the old scale) to be G. He now commences as
before, but with G this time, and continues as above.
After writing the notes and fingering, let the teacher go
over the ground to ascertain where the half-tones occur.
The pupil will find, to make a whole tone between six
and seven, the F must be sharped. Have him place
that sharp before all the F’s in the scale.
When the pupil has become familiar with playing the
scales with sharps or fiats placed as they occur, then
have the scales rewritten, placing the sharps or fiats in
the signature, and not before the note they affect. After
the Beales in sharps have all been written, proceed to the
flats. Teaching the rule to transpose in flats—“ Take the
fourth of scale of C for one of the new ”—and proceed
for each new scale in fourths from last one written,
placing half-tones as before, always using each flat before
the required note. The teacher will now show the pupil
where it is necessary fo begin with the second finger (in¬
stead of the first), on account of having a black key to
commence with ; then following the rule, having the pupil
learn what scales are the exception to the given rule—
1-2-8, 1-2-3-4, etc. The teacher will find no trouble in
the exceptions; the pupil readily grasps the idea. Now
we are ready for rules to descend in right hand, and,
vice versd, in left hand. We have the fifth finger on
upper note in-R* H.^ Then here is the rule: (6) 4-3-2-1
—3-2-1, etc. In L. Hv apply same rule (5) 4-3-2-1—
3-2-1, etc. The exceptions any teacher will mention as
they occur.
Now I have the pupil take the signature of each key,
and write the chords and arpeggios belonging to it,
giving the rule that the “First, Third and Fifth always
make a common chord,” and each chord must be written
in its three positions. Then form the arpeggios from
the chord, writing the two octaves always up for R. H.
and down for L. H. For the same reason we practice
scales for a time that way. Finger the arpeggios as
usual.
Now we come to the minor. I teach the harmonic
minor scale exclusively. The first thing is to impress on
the pdjril’s _mind that every major scale has a relative
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old can learn mechanical movements as easily as those
of children nine years old? In order to satisfy, the
present demands in any degree, the technique should be
settled at sixteen.—Wieck.
The moral effect of music largely depends upon the
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attract and draw the pupil toward him. Without this A g course into an elect
magnetism a teacher is- merely plowing the air with his nothing would be loBt and a g
instruction. He may play in the most masterly manner,
(fe)
Magic proper.
(6) Music
proper. Piano,
Piano,
his name may be a household word among musicians, American teachers._
iMohora_ Paralle
Pn.mllA
but if he lacks the gift of winning the attention of his and yj0jjn fQr twQ years. I
pupils, his power as a teacher can avail but little.
flute or' clarionet. Singing,
It has been said that the Italian employs music inTove, have much of a voice. Mu
and the Frenchman in society; but that the German be studied on a larger and
cultivates it as a science. This might perhaps he better heretofore, counterpoint, d
expressed as follows: The Italian is a singer, the canon, composition, Instr
Frenchman a virtuoso, the German a musician! The
German has a right to be designated exclusively as
“musician,” for of him it maybe said that he loves
music for
AVfA
auo
its own
wiiu
sake, and
a lava not
aa uu as
c»o a
at means
uioauo simply
oiuipijr to
uu
delight, or to attain money or notoriety; but instead,
because it isAa divinely beautiful art which he reveres,
and which, if he yields himself up to its service, will be
all in all to him.—Richard Wagner.

aesthetics.
(c) Gymnastics and athle
neglected, and the former ev
not
aav»u baseball.
aa«
These my suggestions may
elaborate, but I am sure, i
followed and completed, it w
front rank of the musicians o

it would seem unnatural. Music has always been an upon the intellec
attendant at funeral ceremonies among all peoples.; faculties must be
Every nation has its wedding marches and bridal songs.. their proper objec
Every mother sings her child to sleep. In love-making to be received. A
among the more musical races musical attentions are an studied, tends to
important reliance for success. Every pursuit to which perception, the in
the fancy can lend a romantic charm, every bond of cooperates with o
sympathy in toil or pleasure, every tie of love or neces¬ great purpose of e
sity that connects man with the free and wholesome life of
In the first pla
nature—these, the world over, are made more precious developing the p
and enduring by the sweet companionship of melody.
without which th
Did you ever think what this universal love and prac¬ Even the proper
tice of music implies ? It may be an unphilosophic fancy trained power o
of mine, which a stern logician would demolish^ but to musical attention
my mind there is. a beautiful significance in the fact that "doubtless often d
music, this universal art, to which men have always a languid, passiv
confided the most sacred experiences of their souls, is paring his impres
almost invariably an art of joy. Its pervading tone is even a slight mus
one of happiness. It is not so with the other arts. The his perceptive fa
student of the world's poetry is struck by the undertone he listens to a g
of sadness that runs through it—his contact with its phony, and follow
greatest minds leaves him, on the whole, depressed. intervene, analyz
Painting and sculpture have depicted the pain almost as grasps every effe
often as the pleasure of human life. But it is the glow numerable detail
and, rapture of existence of which the world’s music metrical whole,
speaks. Not that music has no sympathy with sorrow, concentration of
but when she enters into scenes of mourning she does few intellectual p
so not to mak(F more vivid the poignancy of grief, but of an instrument,
rather to console. And this seems to tell us that, man to say nothing o
does not feel that life is altogether an evil, as the pessi¬ requires a fixed
mists try to make him believe. There are, to be sure, capable. And t
many jarring notes in the great symphony ; many groans solution, the pe
and sighs come up from battle-fields and African slave- against wearines
pens, and abodes of sickness and want and sin—we of self-indulgenc
must never close our ears to them—but they are faint lectual force, th
in that universal chorus that swells up from every age student that carr
and clime, songs of love, of praise, of rejoicing over the qualities that a
gift of life, its ecstasy and its undying hope. “ The muSical proficie
musician,” says Schopenhauer, “expresses the highest which mere mus
wisdom in language his reason does not understand.”
And. so may we not believe that this universal impulse
We may do wi
of joyful song is the voice of a wisdom beneath all logic not do without c

day that we spend without learning something is a day Baff; Da0 Dramatic (four han

lost.—Beethoven.

Overture Norma (four hands),

When teaching children, adapt yourself to children’s
minds'and characters. Do-not measure a child’s ca¬
pacity by your own, noruse language with a little one as
you would with one advanced in years.

Concert by Stanton Grabill and
at Millersbur

“Rosemund” (four hands),
Liszt; “L’Prise de Armes,” or
Take any one of the musical classics. Every time bach; “Come Gentil ” (left
you go to it you will find some new beauty, or new form “ A1Pjn° St°rm ” (four hands)
,
,
.
,
.
.
euse
(four hands), Gottschalk
oi a beauty, which you have not previously recognized. No. i), Chopin; “ II Trovatore
In truth, they are deep wells of imagination and intel- A. Baumbagh ; “ Het Klauver
lect which we should assiduously try to fathom, that we “ William Tell ” (four hands),
may subject
mttjr
suujBVb them
tuBiu to
lu our
uut own
uwu emotions
emoiioos and
ana understandonaerstana•
,
,
, „
., . ,.
ings, and thereby elevate ourselves and all mankind.
„ ,,
, ,
,
...
As a matter of fact, good teachers are surprisingly
numerous in this country, and a correct piano method
widely diffused everywhere. The only difference is that
some are more careful than others, some have greater

„

.. ,

. ,

„

.. 7, ,.

Pupils’ Christmas Eecital, b

Santa Claus March, E. Mac
17) 18) 6 (foaV hands), Gurlitt;
117, Gurlitt; Im Walde Verir
Fink ; The Little Soldier, B
Fein, 0p. 115, A. Biehl; Study

ttSSf\

SSSW

gif., for imparting knowledge, and eome hare better
Bn'nd'
judgment as to the course of study to be pursued.—T. C. Ein Vogel Geflogen, A. Biehl -;
Jeffers.
Fair, Op. 101, No. 8, Gurlitt
o,,nnnB. wnn. inonin.
„j
, , Behr; Alles Neu Macht der M
„ SUPP°S! y0Qr te8cber °fere? y°u a Piece of g°ld> but tain, Baumfelder; Christmas G
your wits were out wool-gathering,” you were so in- Prelude, arranged from S. Bac
attentive that you did not notice his offer, would you be H7» Gurlitt; Sonatina, Op. 98,
any the richer for his generosity ? I think not. The HoPP> A- Biebl > Sonata, Op.

$ jS

lra.h i., tha, yonr teaaber can teach yon oniy wbeo.yon

are giving attention and are trying to learn. In fact, telle, E flat major, Beethoven.
taking a lesson means interest and endeavor on your part
as well as faithful work from the teacher.—C. W.London.
Musicals by Pupils of M
- It cannot be too often repeated to the scholar that ^ Overture,
on.y a

and

P»cUcc Lad. to the right

“ Lustspiel ” (tw

kae’lt

goal. In slow practice the requisite clearness and equal- in G (piano, four hands), H. W
ity of touch is formed, the fingers learn in a much Carl Tausig; “Spring Song,”
shorter time to find their way with certainty, and with P?” and
Allegretfo’’ from
increasing feeling of .eenrity the pjtpil giin. the .elf-

I!

confiaence so necessary to a correct delivery.—Plaidy.

“La Fontaine,” (piano, four

The impatient teaeher does little good and a great
itnni
in™ i - ■ .
deal of harm,^depriving the pupil momentarily of the
faculties of perception and memory, besides destroying
tbat feeling of friendship and sympathy which should
exist between-teacher and pupil. Be patient, but not
_. . ,
. ,
f
,
,
weak nor over-indulgent, lest the pupil Bhould rule the

^Consolations,” No. 4, No. 2f F
Op. 44, A. Rubinstein; Overtur
e.ght hands), F. Herold; Vari
Non Mi Sento,” L. Van Beeth
bth 8ymphony (piano, four han
“Dors Mon Ange,” C Wacht
Op. 5, F. W. Crandell; Marc
four hands), J. Raff: Waltz, O

teacher.

“ Plainte 1’Amour,

Goldbeck,

A. Loeac

“ style.”

under each genus.
But now; to avoid any possible unfairness, let me say

Music do

fail to impress your

that some of these things are undoubtedly mannerisms

hearing do not attem

and quite involuntary.

movements.

in the end.

In fact, all probably become so

But can they, therefore, be counted any the

less objectionable ?

Leave

of legerdemain.

It is unworthy of any conscientious

young worker either to resort to such practices as expe¬

HE STU

dients or to allow himself to fall into them as habits.
To use them in the former way is inexcusable, in the
latter way at least unfortunate.

From The Musical Couri

“ He studied with
chim.”
How often do we
ism. A musician i
studied with.
To stand in the vi
pile of architecture
ing to music.
In the clear morn
fore us. Its bold
numerous turrets, m
all emphasize the
whose battlements
For, of all the attributes of genuine art, repose is one
pling in the wind.
of the noblest and most indispensable. Ruskin, who of
It is a beautiful
all writers on the subject seems to grasp most fully the caress of the breeze
spiritjof the ideal, classes repose above almost anything and enduring thoug
We naturally lea
else, and names it “ the type of the Divine permanence.”
the castle, then the
Hear a.part of what he says:—
flung up against the
‘11 think there is no desire more intense or more
Perhaps,, if we ar
exalted than that which exists in all rightly-disciplined who laid the founda
“He studied wi
minds for the evidence of repose in external signs, and
the patient process
what I cautiously said respecting infinity I say fearlessly
step by step, befor
concerning repose, that no work of art can be great the final mysteries
“ He is a pupil o
without it, and that all art is great in proportion to the
Yes, and a wonde
appearance of it. It is the most unfailing test of beauty,
a little before Joac
whether of matter or motion. Without regard for other
Too much stress
qualities, we may look to this for our evidence, and by the “finishing” to
the search for this alone we may be led to the rejection tory studies.
The formative pe
of all that is base and to the accepting of all that is good
receptive, is the ti
and great, for the paths of wisdom are all peace.”
pity that the husb
Of course, the eminent critic is here speaking of the tilled the soil shou
creative side of art, but the words are just as true in the studied with Yillow
of dementi, but R
realm of interpretation. In the creative field it is the
spoken of as a pr
abundant presence of this Divine quality in the works of truth be known, th
Beethoven which has placed him in the immortal com¬ Liszt.
.

It is especially painful to see a young person of real
talent, and some degree of artistic attainment, make use
of any such methods. To borrow a figure from a Ger¬
man writer, they are the trivial colors with which a noble
statne • is bedecked, and which hide its genuine beauty
and worth, and it needs the Bhower-bath of a thorough
and earnest consecration to art that the trifling colors
may be washed away and the marble stand forth in purity
and integrity.

THEO, PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA
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By CAUL MERZ, MVS., DR.

Every teacher—every
Instructive, p
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As a presentation vo
CONSENTS.
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and
• Heart. Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful,
Plea for Music, Value of Musical
Education,. Memory, Woman in *>
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬
tion, Expression, Maxims.

COMPILED BY
Price

.

$1.00, B

Tbe work is alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over
200 pages and is printed in mest excellent style.

BurgunnUer. Op. 76. No. 1, I
Spindler. Op. 136. No. 1, Son
Hummel. Op. 52. JJon
Beyloff, The. Fuchs
Unbound Volumes for 1880,
Kuhlau. Op. 20. No. 2, So
ei It. Turkish Bond0...
Clementi. Op.-36. No. 1J So
Kjerelf. Scberdno.
Grelk. Op. 12. No. 7, Album
Smith, Kibbling Broo
Lichher. Op. 149 No. 6, So
Bound
“
J‘ -1888,
2.50,
“
Dusaek. Plough Boy....
“ “
“ 1887,
2.50.
“
Lange. Op. 114. No. 1, So
Dusaek. -La Matinee.............
“
“ - “ 1888,
2.50,
“
Haydn, Sonatina in D.
Schumann.
Slumber Song
“
“
“ 1889,
2.50,
“
Schumann. Noctu
Odd Back Numbers, Unbound, 76 cents per .dozen. Mendelssohn’s Song Without W
Bach, - Little Prelude. No. 6
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of music in Bach'. Little Prelude. No. 3
ach year.' The various articles give a great amount of information Schubert. Op, 78. Mennette..
t permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The JEtude that its Beinecke. Op. 47. No. 2, So
Chopin. Op. 9. No..2, Noc
articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publisher,
Address Publisher,
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1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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prices, from the makers,

HARTMAN BROS. & REINHARD,
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3
The Authentic “ Unabridged,” comprising is¬
sues of 1864 ’79 and ’84, (still copyrighted) is now
Revised and Enlarged, and bears the name of
Webster’s International Dictionary.
Revision has been in progress for over 10 Years.
More than IOO editorial laborers employed.
$330;000 expended before first copy was printed.
Critical examination invited. Get the Best. Sold by all Booksellers. Illustrated pamphletfree.
G.& C. MERRIAM & CO., Pub’rs, Springfield, Mass.
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The inadequate results from te

the great barrier to a proper advan

Science, having investigated
-THE-

subject, has discovered and can ex

STUDENT’S TECHNICON

the reasons of such uneconomica

PRICE $1S.

suits, and can now

cost, a better and more direct pr
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand.

Used by eminent pianists in their teaching and for their own per
use.

Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both thems

and their pupils.

.

As this new method marks a most important reform in technical t

ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its prin

by reading a lecture delivered at Chautauqua, N. Y., upon “Sensitive P

Touch, and Ways and Means to its Acquirement,” sent free, on a
cation to

MARGARET B. HARVEY.
Price, $1.25.
Neatly bound. Suitable for presentation.
Home Study of Music for Parents and Pupils.

M
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THE STUDY Of THE PIANO.
BY H. P7TR6NT.

By J

Translated by M. A, Bierstadt.

Price, $i.oo.
New Edit
• One hundred and twenty-seven pages.
One hundred and Complete Tec
sixty-two questions, with elaborate and clearly-expressed an¬
swers. MANY VALUABLE TABLES AND RULES. -

PLA

PIANOFORTE BEINSTRUCTOR.
i ’

HAMILTON HOWE.

For Kind

A collectio
- Price, $1.50.
the German.
Complete theoretical explanations. System of Touch and pleasing and g
Rhythm. Easily graded Interesting and pleasing. Used and
strongly endorsed by the best musicians, teachers and conserva¬ ^r^.'PTT
tories.
B

Class and Account Book for
Music Teachers.
—By B, M. SEPTON.-—
Revised Edition, Pries, 50 cents.
The Jjookepntains everything for keeping accounts ot music
teachers: Index; A Daily Scbedu e of Lesson** for each
Hoar; Pupils* Sheet Music Account; Account With
Music Publishers; Daily Earnings; Summary; Memor¬
andum, etc. Devised, and revised to meet every want of a
music teacher In'keeping accurate and systematic accounts.
Carefully kept accounts prevent disputed billsat end of terms.

In Six Grades, Each 70 cents.

By RIDLEY PRENTICE.
This work helps to a better understanding and performance
of the best things In music. Leads to efficient study by getting
the pupil Interested and teaching him to enjoy Beautiful Music.
It gives a list of the most desirable and useful Classical and
Standard Music for Teaching and Study.
Analyses, Explains and Annotates the Pieces. It is
fall of valuable and helpful suggestions and information. Con¬
tains many Interesting incidents In the lives of the great com¬
posers.

For Full

An expositi
of about 30 pa
new things an
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knowledge of
contented unt
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Henry G. llanchett, M. D.,
G. W. Hnnt,
F. C. Hahn,
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Perlee V. Jervis,
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5
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Art of Piano Playing
Pianoforte Music—B
Musical Mosaics—
Lessons in Musical Histo
Musical Studies at Hom
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Unbound Volume of Etu
Mendelssohn—Songs without Words..2
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Bound Volume, Etude, 18
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“
Schumann—Complete P
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Complete Piano Work
Practical Harmony—Ritter..3
“
Maelzel Metronome (by
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“
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“
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THE©. PRESSER,
1704 CHESTNUT ST.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLICITORS WANTED
To secure subscriptions for the Manual of Music, by
W. M. Derthick.
This book, which is enjoying a
larger sale than any musical work of the price ever
offered to the public,' is introduced exclusively by sub¬
scription. Music teachers and musical people gladly
•assist our representatives to secure the largest possible
sale, thereby rendering their employment most pleasant
and remunerative.
-We employ only those who possess the necessary in¬
telligence,' address and general attainments to enable
them to fully maintain' the high artistic and literary
character of the' work, and to such we offer permanent
situations at aliberM salary orcommission. We invite
correspondence. Address

MANUAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
415 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

i

EDWAED BAXTEB PEBBT’S
Fantasy fob Piano,

2DT HI
BASED UPON THE KHINK LEGEND.

'

Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or
new world.
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left hand.
Hayed in 100 concerts throughout the country, bv the composer
And Mr. W. H. Sherwood, since its publication, March 1st, 1888.

Address

THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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sitions for mix
without accom
Brainard’s So
Presser).
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Price

|^J3ie object of t
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and assigns a p
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for quarterly rep

Address the

1704 Che

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc

Music. 635 students las
year’s study (38 weeks) n
Terms begin Sept. 15,
If you are intending
branches, send for catalo
F.

In Harmony, Counterpoint
and Composition.

RAIIA’Q
UANA 0

MUSIC
CONS
Director of Musio at Pennington Seminary, WARREN, OHIO, gives
PENHIHGTON, NEW JERSEY,
of Music, with a thoroug
RITES new, brilliant and original Piano Musio, for two and four
hands, on short notice. Refers to his popular compositions, and a faculty of the hig
published by The Oliver Ditson Co., Wni. A. Pond & Co., F. A. North Established twenty-two y

RICHARD GOERDELER,

W

& Co , Theo. Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany.
terms, apply as above.

For

J

MRS,. WARY GREGORY MUR1AY
(PUPIL OF WILLIAM MASON)

Instructs Teachers and Students in the

‘ MASON METHOD OP TOUCH AND TECHNIC.”
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬
ciations and Classes of Students.

Dana’s Practical Harm
Dana’s Practical Thoroug
The Art of Fingeri
National School for Co
Progressive Studies for V

Address the Publishers,
SANA

Address, Care of The Etude.

C. P. HOFFMANN,
DIRECTOR CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
OXFORD COLLEGE, OXFORD, OHIO.
Gives lessons by Correspondence in Harmony, Counterpoint and
musical Form. Standard text-books. Plan pursued leads from es¬
tablished foundational principles to_latest practice in composition.

C0NSEEVATGBY

Glaverack, Co

CHAS. W. LANDON

t

T DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND.

Instruction given in all' Departments of Music.
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts,
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and
Oratorio Work.
FIVE OOUR8E8 OF 8TUDY.

Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates.
For Circulars, apply to

-

JAMBS H. S6WI1, DEAN, GREENCASTLE, IND.
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.d„ College of Liberal Arts,
Rev. 8. L. 'Bowman, a.m., s.t.d., Dean of School of Theology.
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ll.d., Dean of School of Law.
Henry A. MHIb, Dean of School of Art.
Samuel 8. Parr,
“ ■■ Normal School.

Courses in Piano and Voice
mony and Counterpoint.
-Normal Course for Music Teac

NEW D

A Special and Original Cour
ing Music.
Recitals by distinguis
Individual lessons only. Da
Clavier. All practice und
Classes in Chorus Dri
Tonic Sol-fa.
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Recommended by First-Class Artists Everywhere,

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE
UNITED STATES.

PRICES MODERATE.

Send for Catalogue of Styles

men shall use th
which it is design
beginning,to sea
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music ? Wherei
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there is a higher
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Nearly every
progress of true
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required to adva
The philosopher
no one would de
many particulars
that these great
learning, in philo
thing higher,^ wa
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It must be ackno
it always must-w
profound, but, d
versal longing to
oppression, from
could only be s
Christianity; he
devotion of its f

conditions, and why? Simply because of its supernatural powers. _ How man
fives were lost in the establishing and maintaining.of the Roman Empire ? How
many cruel deeds wfere committed in aid of Islamism ? yet the new doctrine
spread, despite the fact that their adherents were often compelled to surrende
fife. Hellenic, Roman, Egyptian, Persian, Hindoo and Arabic culture was pro
tected by the strong arm of the government, and by the mystic power of th
priesthood, yet it failed to reach the people ; it never elevated them ; Christia
preachers, however, proclaimed the gospel and the poor accepted it, because it fille
the aching void of their heaift; because they had faith in the new doctrines an
their indestructibility.- Man’s attempts at civilization were a failure, and no
God took up the work. Men had sunk into a state of degradation ; the rac
was oppressed and tyrannized. Had not the Grecians claimed that all non-Hellen
were barbarians, and that they were bom to serve ? Did not Rome foster slavery
Did she not indulge in all manner of cruelties and subtle immoralities? Me
were regarded as cattle, and woman occupied an extremely low position. Th
bonds that kept the masses in a state of low degradation and subjection were stron
and mankind cried for relief. How appropriately Handel begins the Oratorio of th
Messiah with these words : “ Comfort ye my people, saith your God ; speak com
fortingly to Jerusalem, and cry-unto her that her warfare is accomplished, that h
s iniquity is pardoned. Prepare ye-the way of the Lord; make straight in th
desert a highway for our God. Every valley shall be exalted and every mounta
and hill made low, the crooked" straight and the rough places plain. And th
glory of the Lord shall be revealed and all flesh shall see it together, for th
mouth of the Lord hath spoken it.” The promised relief came, and it w
ushered in through revelation and not through philosophy. No one who believ
in Christianity will deny that* it is the foundation-stone of modern civilizatio
and that it . must finally be its capstone.
Let-rationalists say what they wi
this fact is true,, that without Christianity our civilization would not be what

offerings used? It is indeed a most remarkable demonstration of the great
of music. Becall the fall of the walls of Jericho. Music was chosen as the
to accomplish this act, and through music this miracle was wrought. The
could have chosen any other means, yet he chose music to bring it about.

this not a deep meaning ?
When God gave the Decalogue, lightning was seen and loud thunder was h
yet we are informed that above all this were heard trumpet sounds. Wh
the sound of music add^d to these manifestations of nature ? Why was it
duced at so important and never to be forgotten an event ?
When the angels proclaimed the birth of Christ, they, no doubt, san
beautiful sentence, ‘ ‘ Glory to God in the Highest, on earth peace and goo
toward men.’ ’ This is the proclamation of the divine work of civilization.
in Old Testament history music is connected with many important event
also with religious worship, we learn, from the New, that music is to be u
the blessed abode above. Whether this is to be music such as we practice,
not say, but then it is to be musics. <9 Perhaps in the last days, when ever
shall be changed in the twinkling of an eye, our beloved art also will be ch
but this does not lessen the force of the Bible truth. Does this not prov
music is the one favored art of God ? Ever since the time when the’ m
stars sang together, until now, music has. been a means of. praise, an
honorable position our.art shall enjoy throughout all eternity.
Music was admitted into all churches, a few being excepted; and even
are yielding in this direction. It has ever been a language of praise, a lan
for the expression of our inner soul-life. Now is all this accidental, or
a meaning? Undoubtedly we have a right to claim for our beloved art
position and a most noble mission.
But turn from, the Bible and read the ancient heathen writers. Thou

Here we see the poet describe the magic effect of music upon the a
creation, and, indeed, there is scarcely any animal but does yield to its ch
Even the crawling serpent with its poisonous fangs is tamed by sweet me
Well may one ask : Is all this meaningless?

Does God do a purposeless thing ? Why do the human and animal cr
yield so willingly to the charms of music ? Undoubtedly it is the divine wil
it should so be. And now comes the question, why did he create this lo
music, and why did he give us music itself, unless it is to be an educational fa
Ah, music is more than a mere amusement. If it were only this, we wou
deceived, all our musical practices would be the emptiest and most meanin
performances imaginable. But can this be so, in view of all that has been
Surely not 1 God has given us this art for a high and noble purpose, h
inclined our hearts toward it, and if we fail to realize all the noble influence
may be drawn from it, it is because we have not studied the art as we sh
because we ourselves are not prepared for its blessed influences.
But listen to these words once more : 1 ‘ Such harmony is in immortal
but, whilst this muddy vesture of decay doth close it in, we cannot hear it. ”
this music of the soul or the heart is a wondrous power, and if if has once
heard, it will never be forgotten. He who has been under its influence, has
greater joy and deeper sorrow than can be expressed in words. Would you
this music, seek solitude and silence, retire from the world of laughter and
ment, and enter the world of love, sympathy and meditation.
There, lis
your heart and you may hear music that is calculated to arouse your emo
nature to its deepest depth. When the sun has gone down beyond those re
gorgeously colored clouds that appear like so many huge steps leading
Heaven itself, when the birds have ceased to sing, when silence reigns, and
the stars look down upon you like so many loving, watchful, but also soul-sea
eyes,, then the heart vibrates most readily. Listen ! and perchance you wil

Why should feeling ever speak,
When thou canst breath her soul so well.
Friendship’s balmy words may feign,
Lovejs are e’en more felse than they;
Oh, ’tis only music’s strain,
Can sweetly soothe and not betray.”

Holmes writes, after listening to an organ concert:—
“ I asked three little maidens, who heard the organ play,
Where all the music came from that stole our hearts away.
I know, said fair-haired Edith:
It was the autumn breeze
That whistled through the hollows
Of all those silver trees.
. No, child, said keen-eyed Clara,
It is a lion’s cage;
They woke him out of slumber,
I heard Mm roar and rage.
Nay, answered soft-voiced Anna,
’Twas thunder that you heard,
And after that came sunshine,
And singing of a bird.
'Hush ! hush you little children,
For all of you are wrong,
I said, my pretty-darlings,
*

It was no earthly song,

*

/

-

tion of Paradise or a foretaste of heaven? ”
Who dares to abuse such an art ? who dares to belittle its powers ? He
uses it only for his own glorification, shows how little he values it as a gift of
Let us study it as a most powerful and mysterious gift, as an art which is desi
to enhance the civilization of man. I often think of music as a soul-languag
utters what words cannot express. Is it possible that music shall be the lang
of heaven, and that, thereby, our daily or hourly utterances become praise?
matter what definition of music we may give, so much is sure, that the es
of the art is love. It comes from God, hence it leads back to God, arid its mi
here can only be that of peace. Love never rests, it forever moves, it const
seeks new territory to spread happiness ; hence, music, like the Gospel, is h
everywhere. Mankind leans toward love, and whatever brings it to us we
to our hearts.

As the love of God is immeasurably great, so no one has as yet fathomed
depth of music. It is the love. language of the soul; it is the medium betw
this and the other world, between the natural and supernatural. We sha
ah time continue to study this language, for it. shall forever help to bring us n
^ men nee^ an ideal world, and all men love to wander ther
religiori'and music are the portals that open into this world. To deny the
and to live only for the real is the same as denying religion and art. ~
Music cannot do what the ancient Grecians claimed it would do—restore
equilibrhim of the soul; no 'musician with a just appreciation of‘ his art will m
such claims for it. Give the art its proper place where Luther has assigne
namely, next to theology, and rational musicians aresatisfied.

love Power speaks out of music, and it is tlieone force that leads u

If it is not, pray tell us what it is. Love is the all-ruling principle ; witho
the true, the just, the beautiful are not possible. The heart is the living p
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